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Q&A’s 

• Question: Lucy Ellsworth - This might be an odd question but is there a reason that Bus 
doesn't interface with CBMS to interface ULTCs? 

o Answer: Josh Montoya (HCPF) – The Bus is not the most modern system that 
we have. The Bus is going to be replaced, there will be a new case management 
agency system which should interface with CBMS. This will be implemented in 
2021/2022, coming soon! 

• Question: Lucy Ellsworth - Is there any way to get read only to help speed up the 
process? 

o Answer: Josh Montoya (HCPF) - Technically, CBMS access should not be 
granted to case management agencies, even read only access.  The new case 
management system will have some of the necessary information and we may 
supplement that for case management agencies with PEAKPro. 

• Question: Lucy Ellsworth - Is there a way to have peak help us with this for people who 
apply for LTSS on peak? 

o Answer: Joshua Montoya (HCPF) - Let's get with Mike, PEAK Manager, for 
follow up! 

• Question: Nevada Stevenson- Jefferson - Is there a way that PEAK apps for LTSS can 
be marked as LTSS in the PEAK inbox to make it easier to recognize them? 

o Answer: Nicole Duran-Jones (HCPF) – I am going to make a note of this! 

o Answer: Joshua Montoya (HCPF) - Nevada, I do believe there is an LTSS 
indicator already in the PEAK Inbox, but we can double check 

o Answer: Lucy Ellsworth - that is a great idea Nevada! can we add changes to that 
as well (for people receive MAGI and want to be reviewed for LTC) 
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• Question: Lucy Ellsworth - Like they get the packet as a download to submit to us to 
review and mail off? 

o Answer: Joshua Montoya (HCPF) - Love these ideas and where we're headed - 
automate to make our lives easier!  Keep these ideas coming, are there any 
other system-related builds we can implement to help address these challenges? 


